To help educators assess students’ understanding of concepts and track standards mastery, Certica provides the Navigate Item Bank™, designed to guide instruction at the district and classroom levels. Navigate is a dynamic, expertly developed item bank of over 94,000 standards-based items, as well as pre-built assessments that allow educators to quickly measure student performance.

Metadata
Items and passages in the Navigate Item Bank are identified with a variety of attributes, or metadata. The functionality within a partner’s platform allows educators to utilize metadata in order to filter and search for the specific content they need for creating assessments.

- **Search** for items by useful metadata
- **Select** items that closely reflect instruction
- **Create** custom assessments tailored to students
- **Administer** tests online to prepare students for computer-based state or district testing
- **Assess** students’ understanding of concepts and preparedness for next-generation assessments
- **Analyze and Track** results to monitor student progress and measure achievement

Certica Solutions is proud to partner with a large number of education solutions providers to offer the Navigate Item Bank. For a complete list of Item Bank providers within our partner network, or to learn more about the Navigate Item Bank, visit CerticaSolutions.com.